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Using Pressure and Temperatures
System performance testing using an RRR machine’s gauges 

or a standalone manifold gauge set have been somewhat the 
OEM standard for decades. Limitation for accurate A/C sys-
tem diagnostics using gauge pressures alone has always been 
the case due to the numerous climatic variables such as ambi-
ent temperature and humidity. The move to cycling clutch sys-
tems presented additional challenges starting in the 1970’s with 
even more challenges for accurate diagnostics with the wide ac-
ceptance of variable displacement compressors in more recent 
years. To put it plainly . . . if you’re relying solely on gauge pres-
sures to tell the story of what’s wrong with an A/C system on a 
modern vehicle, you’re missing some fairly easy to acquire data 
essential to a complete diagnosis. While you may be familiar 
with gauge and temp diagnostics it’s always a good idea to per-
fect what you know with some thorough review! 

Pressure Diagnostics Review –
The System Performance Test

STEP 1: Verifying the Customer’s Complaint. Is it 
REALLY Broke?
Hybrid / Electric Vehicle Compressor Operation

Prior to any A/C diagnostics, a system performance test must 
be run anytime your customer complains about insuffi  cient
cooling from their HVAC system. Obviously, prior to any diag-
nostics you’ll want to verify the customer’s complaint. With that 
statement comes some real-world advice for late model vehicles 
that are either hybrid vehicles with old style mechanical belt 
driven compressors OR 12-volt stop start systems. Learn how 
the compressor on the vehicle you’re working operates regard-
ing the A/C request button. Hybrid and electric vehicles built 
after 2014 are pretty much all electric, regardless of the OEM or 
high voltage level on the vehicle. You might assume that means 
they will run whenever the A/C request is selected. Some hy-
brids, extended range hybrids and electric vehicles have a per-
formance button that changes the way the vehicle performs 
under acceleration AND how aggressive the electric A/C com-
pressor runs. You’ll be a little cooler at traffi  c lights and come off 

the line with a little more zip if “Performance Mode” is selected. 
Select economy mode and expect a little less A/C cooling along 
with engine performance to assist the driver in getting closer to 
the EPA’s offi  cial MPG estimate for their vehicle. As with most
vehicles, the LED in the A/C request button lights up when 
the clutch is requested. On board diagnostics may induce that 
LED to fl ash if the system detects a problem. The color of the 
LED is what you need to be sharp on observing as you verify 
your customer’s A/C performance complaint and educate 
your customer on the normal operation of their vehicle’s A/C 
system. On earlier hybrids (which began life with mechanical 
belt driven compressors bolted to their internal combustion gas 
engines), the A/C request button itself is a three-position push 
button input to the HVAC head. Examples are mid 2000’s Ford 
Escape and Mercury Mariner hybrids and all of the GM BAS 
(Belt Alternator Starter) vehicles, regardless of whether they are 
based on a 42-volt system with intermediate voltage blue cables, 
or the newer E-Assist higher voltage vehicles with orange high 
voltage cables. The engine has to run in order for the compressor 
to operate. Therefore, the manufacturer gives the driver three 
choices for A/C operation with three A/C request settings. 

For these vehicles, the three button states / positions are:
1. Don’t Press Button; A/C Clutch NOT Re-
quested (LED off )
2. Press Button Once; A/C Clutch Requested
Economy Mode (green LED illuminates)
3. Press Button Twice; A/C Clutch Request-
ed Non-Economy Mode (amber LED illumi-
nates)

A/C button status # 2 (green LED) means the compressor will 
always be allowed to run whenever the engine is running but 
will be off  when the engine enters idle stop mode at traffi  c lights
and drive throughs. Only when the evaporator temperature be-
gins to rise does the engine start back up to re-engage the A/C 
compressor. This can make A/C performance lower during real 
world driving but test great under a system performance test 
(with raised RPMs in Park / Neutral). 
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STEP 2a: Is “F.R.E.D.” Happy? 
The Electronic Side of System Performance Tests

After you’ve concurred your customer may have a legiti-
mate A/C problem, move on to the rest of the A/C system 
performance test. Some OEMs include in all their various 
system performance tests a bit of time with the scan tool 
checking out their various “F.R.E.D.s” (Frustrating Ridicu-
lous Electronic Devices). Scanning for ALL DTCs stored 
in ALL modules is quick with many of today’s scan tools, 
and essential to not only locating clues for A/C diagnos-
tics, but also future opportunities for additional diagnostic 
and repair services. A DTC for a CAN bus communications 
problem between the HVAC head and ECM (for example) 
accompanied by an inoperative A/C clutch should be your 
fi rst order of diagnostics prior to even rolling the RRR ma-
chine up to the vehicle. 

STEP 2b: How Cold is Cold? 
Measuring Ambient and Duct Air Temps

A quick and easy test early on in any system performance 
test is measuring ambient air temperatures in comparison to 
evaporator temperatures. While OEM versions of A/C sys-
tem performance tests vary somewhat, the common thread 
of this test regarding duct temperatures vs. ambient tem-
peratures looks something like this for most manufacturers: 

1. Connect your pressure gauges / RRR ma-
chine hoses to the system ports
2. Start the engine and raise the RPMs to be-
tween 1500 and 1800 RPM
3. Place a fan in front of the vehicle’s grill to 
assist in air movement across the condenser

Figure 2: The vehicle under test in this screenshot was “as cold 
as ice” even though it didn’t drop 30°F from ambient to duct. 
A phone / tablet allows for real time measurements of tempera-
ture and humidity or even record readings for a graphing per-
formance. 

Stop/Start Non-Hybrid Model Compressor Operation.
Moving beyond older hybrids and the few GM BAS models that were produced, the increasing number of OEMs 
sporting conventional gas engine models equipped with 12-volt stop/start systems are utilizing the same three 
button status A/C request operation (Figure 1). Raising the hood and seeing a lack of any orange cables that 
shout “Hybrid” might lead a technician to assume that whenever the A/C is requested, the compressor should 

operate if the system is functional. This may NOT 
be the case if the vehicle is equipped with a 12-
volt stop/start feature, so always press that A/C 
request button several times to see if its LED has 
the amber AND green settings. A few presses of 
the A/C request button will also help your ears to 
zero in on the sound of the compressor clutch turn-
ing on. On models without clutches (such as some 
Toyotas), you should still hear the audible sound 
of the variable displacement compressor control 
solenoid going to full duty cycle. Whether clutched 
or clutchless, the engine’s audible note should give 
the experienced technician a preliminary indication 
that the compressor is operating and presenting a 
mechanical load on the engine.
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Figure 1: This late model Chevrolet is equipped with a 
12-volt Stop/Start system, and its A/C request button has 
three diff erent settings: Off  / Green LED / Amber LED. 
Not knowing the performance diff erence for the A/C system 
during prolonged idle stop conditions can lead to a misdi-
agnosis. 
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4. Put a thermometer in the air conditioner 
vent nearest the evaporator
5. Place a 2nd thermometer in front of the 
condenser
6. Set the A/C for maximum cooling 
7. Look for a drop of approximately 30°F or 
greater at the duct / evaporator outlet com-
pared to the incoming ambient air tempera-
ture

Engine RPMs, thermometer placement, windows up / 
down and recirc / fresh air settings can vary between OEM 
performance test instructions. Make sure you follow the cor-
rect procedure. Not revving the engine enough, not having 
a fan blowing air across the condenser, and not placing the 
thermometers in the right spots can lead to false conclusions. 
For example, you can place a thermometer in a duct and on 
the front grill and see temperature diff erences of slightly less 
than 30° (Figure 2). I’ve personally ran both fresh air and re-
circulate, idle and 2500 RPMs and experimented with tem-
perature probes in all the ducts. There have been some new 
vehicles with A/C as ‘cold as ice’ that only had a 25 degree 
drop from ambient to duct. 

Besides the OEM’s specifi c system performance test cri-
teria, other key factors are thermometer accuracy / design, 
thermometer placement and humidity. That’s why it’s im-
portant to remember that specifi cations are to be used as di-
agnostic aids for vehicles with verifi able problems. Regard-
ing air temperature testing at the ducts and out in front of the 
vehicle, the use of an infrared, non-contact thermometer is 
not recommended. Air molecules do NOT have infrared en-
ergy that can be detected by an infrared thermometer. Inex-
pensive pocket thermometers can be inaccurate. Invest in a 

set of digital thermometers to measure multiple locations 
(Figure 3). Side to side duct temperature measurements can 
not only tell you if there is a problem with a dual zone sys-
tem’s blend door positioning, but also tell you if there is a 
slightly lower than normal system charge. Therefore, the left 
ducts can run warmer than the right ducts. Various OEMs 
have had TSBs (Technical Service Bulletins) over the years to 
educate technicians on this age-old problem. 

Figure 3: Reasonably priced Bluetooth thermometers (such 
as this one by CPS clipped to the center duct) and in front 
of the condenser can be read by your phone (Android or 
IOS) with a greater degree of accuracy compared to the tra-
ditional pocket thermometer. 
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Figure 5: Traditional 
contact thermocou-
ple style thermom-
eter probes that plug 
into your multi me-
ter can be diffi  cult to 
get into tight spaces. 

Figure 6: Long reach contact thermometers, such as 
these from GPD, make it easier to connect to those 
hard to reach lines. 
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Figure 4: Infrared non-contact 
thermometers are eff ective only if 
the component’s surface has a great 
degree of emissivity, such as a com-
ponent that is black in color. There-
fore, some dark colored condens-
ers, compressors and compressor 
clutches may provide accurate tem-
perature readings when measured 
with an infrared device. You’ll need 
contact thermometers for more re-
fl ective heat exchangers and refrig-
erant lines. 
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Ambient to Duct Temp Diff erence < 30°F?
• Check for outside heat entering the cabin
• Blend air or fresh air door not closing
• Heater valve not closing
• Check evaporator condition
• Evaporator fi ns dirty or restricted
• Air bypassing evaporator (missing seals)
• Check refrigerant and oil charge amounts
• Was the system properly evacuated?
• Was the system properly fl ushed?

STEP 3: What are the Pressures? 
Begin with Static Pressure

The chart in Figure 7 not only shows “normal pressures” 
in the shaded areas for both the low side and high sides 

with the compressor operating, it also shows (dashed line) 
what normal static pressures would be on both sides with 
the compressor off  if the ambient temperature is 80°F (ap-
proximately 88 psi). It is important to note that the system 
may take minutes or in some cases even hours to equalize, 
depending on how cold the system was prior to the com-
pressor shutting down and the engine compartment tem-
peratures. The static test is a very quick initial look to see if 
the system is under charged. In an undercharge or empty 
condition, the static pressures would be signifi cantly lower 
than the 88 psi expected (in this example of an 80° day) on 
both gauges. A system with air in it might run higher than 
88 psi. 

STEP 4: What is Normal Running Pressure? 
What exactly are “normal” pressures on a mobile A/C 

system? Figure 8 shows a typical textbook example of nor-
mal, where the low side is just under 30 psi and the high 
side is in the low 200’s. Could both the low and high sides be 
higher? Absolutely, if the ambient temperature and humid-
ity numbers are high as well. Could the high side be lower, 
and the system still be fully charged and operating normal-
ly? Absolutely yes. Lower ambient temperature and humid-
ity numbers could result in a sub-200 psi high side reading. 
Could the low side be lower than the 28° shown in Figure 8? 
Probably not much lower for very long without evaporator 
condensation freeze up.

Typical “Abnormal” Pressures and Causes
Figures 9 through 16 show typical “abnormal” pres-

sures and some common causes for them. When the low 
side gauge ramps up and then back down (while the high 
side drops down and then back up), don’t forget to con-
sider the obvious possibility that the vehicle is equipped 
with a cycling clutch system. 

STEP 5: Measuring Component Temperatures
The Rest of the Story

Many techs stop with the duct vs. ambient temp read-
ings and a quick look at their gauge set. That will be 
enough information in many cases to diagnose the A/C 
system, but what about the strange ones that defy con-
ventional quick diagnostics? Connecting contact ther-
mometers on key lines (Figure 17) throughout the system 
will go a long way for more thorough diagnostics. For 
example, a system with a 50% overcharge can have poor 
cooling performance and somewhat normal gauge pres-
sures. Temp testing can help diagnose that overcharge! 
Keep in mind while doing this type of testing that the 
actual temperature numbers by themselves are not that 
important. The DIFFERENCE between the points of tem-
perature measurement is what you need to pay close at-
tention to.
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Figure 7:  The shaded areas show the typical ranges on the high 
side and low side gauges with the compressor operational. The 
broken line around 80 degrees shows what a completely equal-
ized system should read (88 psi) with the compressor off .  
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Figure 8: These gauges show the textbook “normal” . . . but 
normal can vary due to the variables of ambient tempera-
ture, humidity and system design. 
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Figures  9 and 10:  Both low side and high side lower than normal. A restricted high side condition such as a stuck expansion 
valve or orifi ce tube could be the cause, as well as a low charge. 
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Figures  11 and 12:  Suspect an overcharge condition? You should always be on the lookout due to the common occurrence 
of improper charging procedures used by both DIY consumers AND a good number of repair shops. “Topping off ” or adding 
additional refrigerant without the use of an accurate RRR machine or scale along with not pulling a vacuum on the system 
prior to charging are common practices. A low side reading of 36 psi is not as incriminating as the high side number of 326 
psi. Keep in mind you may have air in the system causing this condition as well. 
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Figures  13 and 14:  High side pressure will vary greatly as freezing at the TXV occurs but the key indicator is the low side 
gauge moving from lower than normal to a negative pressure (vacuum) and back as the condition of freezing and thawing 
repeats. The desiccant bag in an accumulator or receiver drier can become so saturated with moisture over time that ice can 
form on the inside of the system. 
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Properly setting the vehicle up for component 
temp testing is essential:

• Ambient temp > 70°F
• Engine at idle speed
• All doors open
• Temp set to max cold
• Blower set to high / air at dash
• Recirc selected

Condenser Inlet vs. Outlet Temp Testing 
For this test connect your contact thermometer 

probes as close as possible to the inlet and outlet of 
the condenser. Some systems place the orifice tube 
close to the condenser. In these cases, measure in 
front of the orifice tube. 

The condenser temperature drop difference be-
tween inlet and outlet should be between 20°F and 

Figures  15 and 16:  What does a restriction in the system look like on gauge readings? Abnormal dirt and debris from a 
compressor mechanical failure can lead to the receiver drier becoming restricted to refrigerant fl ow. The classic result on your 
gauges would be abnormally low pressures on both the high and low sides. The low side most likely will dip into negative 
numbers, literally becoming the ‘suction’ side, while the high side will be lower than normal due to the fact of the compressor 
having little or no vaporized refrigerant to pump. A restricted condenser is a possibility after a compressor failure too. Expan-
sion valve or orifi ce tube plugged up? You could add those possibilities to the column for diagnosis. In any case, you can’t 
pump / compress vaporized refrigerant if you can’t move it due to a restriction. Therefore, pressures are lower than normal 
on BOTH gauges. 
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Figure 17: GPD’s dual long reach contact thermometer 
probes are shown on the condenser inlet and outlet lines. A 
little Scotch Brite pad clean up on the aluminum lines (if 
at all possible) will ensure your contact probes are getting 
good contact with the lines for accurate testing. 
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Figure 18: The diff erence between in and out temps is 
44.3°F on this vehicle. This is within the range to consider 
the condenser to be working properly. 
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50°F. On systems that use a variable displacement 
or eVDC (electronically controlled variable dis-
placement compressor), the following tests may not 
be valid.

Less Than 20°F difference? The Condenser 
isn’t “Condensing” Very Well!

• Check condenser for air fl ow
• Check for bent fi ns, debris on condenser or 
between radiator and condenser 
• Inspect for external air fl ow
• If debris found, clean and retest

No Faults Found, but < 20°F Difference?
• Internal contamination (black death)
• Refrigerant overcharge
• Incorrect condenser installed
• Condenser installed upside down

More Than 50°F Difference?
• Check for low refrigerant charge
• Test refrigerant for contamination (non-
condensable gases, air)
• Test condenser for internal restrictions

Evaporator Inlet vs. Outlet Temp Testing
Obviously, you’ll not be doing this on most late 

model applications with a TXV instead of an orifice 
tube due to the TXV being in the form of a bulk-
head / firewall mounted unit blocking access to the 
evaporator inlet line (Figure 19). On some models 
though, you truly can get to both the evaporator 
inlet AND outlet, such as most orifice tube sys-

tems with accumulators, even if the accumulator 
is mounted in a remote location, such as under a 
wheel well housing.

Measure the evaporator outlet line temperature 
before the accumulator, as close to the evaporator 
case as possible. The ideal temperature difference 
between the inlet and outlet is 0°F. The acceptable 
temperature range for the outlet tube is from 0° to 
5°F warmer than the inlet tube (one would not ex-
pect the evaporator outlet tube to be colder than the 
inlet, as the refrigerant must pick up some amount 
of heat while passing through it). Refrigerant flow-
ing within these temperatures will be able to carry 
sufficient oil back to the compressor. Excessive out-
let temperature (super-heating) indicates that some 
of the refrigerant has evaporated. There is insuffi-
cient liquid refrigerant available to carry the oil up, 
out of the evaporator and back to the compressor. 

Evaporator Outlet Tube vs. Inlet Tube
> 5°F Difference?

• Undercharge condition
• Excessive oil in the system
• Inspect orifi ce tube for:

o Restrictions - dirty screen
o Incorrect part number orifi ce 
tube (too small)

Temperature Difference Across an Orifice 
Tube (Should be 45° - 65°F)

• Greater than 65°F diff erence?
o Incorrect orifi ce tube
o Restricted orifi ce tube

Figures 19 and 20:  Measuring the temperature drop between the evaporator inlet and outlet isn’t practical on many newer 
vehicles using an H-Block style TXV that’s mounted at the fi rewall. The diff erence between pre-TXV high side line and the 
evaporator outlet line is huge, as would be expected. 
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• Lower than 45°F diff erence? 
o Missing orifi ce tube
o Incorrect orifi ce tube

Temp Difference Across Receiver Driers / 
Accumulators

• Should be lower than 10°F diff erence be-
tween inlet and outlet

o The lower the better!
o Greater than 10°F diff erence 
means restricted

Temp Difference Along Hoses / Lines
• Should be lower than 5°F diff erence be-
tween upstream and downstream

o The lower the better!
o Greater than 5°F diff erence? 
Clogged, kinked or collapsed
hose / line

Final Advice
Temperature differential testing is essential to 

sharpening your diagnostic results in the A/C 

world. Once you get a set of easy to connect probes 
and start performing this process, you’ll find it an 
easy supplement to using the gauge set and am-
bient to duct temperature testing method. Those 
traditional testing methods will often lead you to 
think everything is just fine. The gauges look good 
to you and the dash is as cold as ice . . . right now. 
The customer operates their vehicle under all sorts 
of conditions that don’t fall into the parameters you 
may be setting the vehicle up for in your shop. The 
temperature differential testing technique will help 
you catch some of those intermittent conditions. 
With temperature differential testing of compo-
nents, you’ll occasionally run into an anomaly on 
those rare vehicles that defy the logic spelled out in 
this MSR. There will also be some variations with 
temperature differential readings on vehicles with 
variable displacement compressors and condensers 
with integral receiver driers. Practicing the compo-
nent temperature differential test method, howev-
er, will help you to build a baseline of known good 
vehicles so you can deal with those occasional ex-
ceptions. ■
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1. Many times, technicians need to deter-
mine up front if a problem is addressed by 
a PI (preliminary inspection) or TSB (tech-
nical service bulletin). If not, hours can be 
wasted on a problem. True or False?

a) True
b) False

2. Technician A says that A/C Diagnostic 
Forensics involves applying wiring sche-
matics to pre-diagnose electrical problems 
and learning how to analyze A/C compo-
nent circuits for defi ciencies. Technician B 
says that fi rst checking the battery voltage 
is not necessary, as long as your readings 
are close to 12 volts. Who is correct?

a) Technician A
b) Technician B
c) Both technicians A and B
d) Neither technician A nor B

3. After consulting with the customer, 
which of the following “C’s” is the most 
important to successful, profi table repairs?

a) Confi rm complaint and certify the 
cause
b) Correct the problem
c) Collect your fees
d) All of the above

4. Two technicians are discussing an 
A/C performance problem. Technician A 
says that no or low refrigerant can cause 
the PCM to turn off the A/C compressor. 
Technician B says there may be a genuine 
power supply or ground problem to the 
clutch, or an open A/C clutch circuit. Who 
is correct?

a) Technician A
b) Technician B
c) Both technicians A and B
d) Neither technician A nor B

5. Looking at and understanding electrical 
schematics for the vehicle you’re working 
on enables you to pre-diagnose the circuits 
and determine where to place your test 
equipment before you make any tests. 

a) True
b) False

6. When performing a non-intrusive amper-
age test on the A/C compressor clutch 
circuit (while requested) with a low amp 
clamp, the technician should see between 
____ amps.

a) 1-3
b) 3-5
c) 5-7
d) 7-9

7. Technician A says that fi nding no current 
fl ow in an A/C clutch circuit should be 
followed up with both available voltage 
and ground performance tests. Technician 
B says that once repairs are completed, 
double check your measurements once 
again and compare them to OE service 
information. Who is correct?

a) Technician A
b) Technician B
c) Both technicians A and B
d) Neither technician A nor B

8. When performing A/C system forensic 
diagnostics, determine your course of 
action by:

a) Knowing what points in the circuit / 
system are easier to access
b) Use common point diagnostics when-
ever you can
c) Exercise caution when working around 
sensitive electronic components
d) All of the above

9. Technician A says that some VW/Audi 
refrigerant pressure sensors are actually 
modules that communicate on a LIN-bus 
with the VESCM. Technician B says these 
sensors output an analog voltage signal. 
Who is correct?

a) Technician A
b) Technician B
c) Both technicians A and B
d) Neither technician A nor B

10. Technician A says the VESCM supplies 
8 volts to the pressure sensor. Technician 
B says that Audi prefers technicians use 
their “guided fault fi nding” methods in 
ODIS to diagnose sensor issues.

a) Technician A
b) Technician B
c) Both technicians A and B
d) Neither technician A nor B


